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Abstract
Various aspects of the nonnegative, finite-dimensional realizability of time-invariant dis-
crete linear systems are considered. A new proof of the basic result of the nonnegative re-
alizability of a primitive (scalar-valued) transfer function with nonnegative impulse response
function is given. An algorithm for establishing whether a scalar-valued transfer function with
nonnegative impulse response has a nonnegative realization is presented. The main result char-
acterizes the nonnegative realizability of a scalar-valued transfer function with the help of
primitive transfer functions, and is extended to the general case of matrix-valued transfer func-
tions. Then conditions for the existence of some special nonnegative realizations of transfer
functions are presented, e.g., where the middle (main) matrix is irreducible, strictly positive
or primitive. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The problem of the realizability of a matrix-valued transfer function having
a nonnegative impulse response function with the help of a finite-dimensional
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time-invariant discrete nonnegative linear system (for short: the nonnegative real-
ization problem) originates (as it should be) with concrete engineering problems and
applications (see, e.g. [1,6,22]). However, the problem from the point of view of pure
mathematics is also remarkable and far from trivial. Exactly as a consequence of the
complicated nature of the problem, it seems that there is no single absolutely natural
answer to the question, and several more or less satisfying approaches to the problem
have been applied by different (groups of) authors.
The (most probably) first solution to the problem was obtained by Ohta et al.
[15] in the case of a single-input single-output system (i.e., a scalar-valued transfer
function) with the help of a minimal realization (of lowest possible dimension 
McMillan degree) and of mapping properties of certain polyhedral cones in the corre-
sponding finite-dimensional linear spaces. The approach was extended to the case of
a multiple-input multiple-output system (matrix-valued transfer function) by Förster
and Nagy [7]. Another approach was adopted by Anderson et al. [1], tackling at first
the question of nonnegative realizability of so-called primitive transfer functions,
i.e., functions having a single (nonnegative) pole (of any finite multiplicity) on the
circle of convergence of the transfer function (which is holomorphic and vanishing
at infinity). They used the obtained answer to settle important cases of the general
problem, but the general answer was obtained a little later by Farina [6], by reducing
the problem to the mentioned very important basic special case. A third approach to
the nonnegative realization problem was used by van den Hof [22].
The purpose of this paper, is to present some additional results in connection with
some of these problems, and also to study several related questions, e.g., nonnegative
realizations with particular properties. In Section 2, we reconsider the basic result
on the nonnegative realizability of a primitive (scalar-valued) transfer function, and
give a new proof (different from that of [1]) for this remarkable result (Theorem
2.1). We acknowledge that the method of the proof has been inspired by that of
Tam and Schneider [21]. Later we introduce the notion of the circular decomposi-
tion of a linear operator acting in a finite-dimensional space, and obtain in Theorem
2.2 and Corollary 2.1 remarkable additions to several results of Farina [6]. These
will make possible the application of Algorithm 2.1 for establishing whether a sca-
lar-valued transfer function with nonnegative impulse response has a nonnegative
realization. The working of this algorithm will be demonstrated by the instructive
Example 2.1.
The main result of Section 2 is Theorem 2.3, which gives a purely function theo-
retical characterization of the nonnegative realizability of a scalar-valued rational real
transfer function vanishing at infinity. The characterization is done with the help of
primitive transfer functions and of Theorem 2.1. We note that Theorem 2.3 can be ap-
plied in praxis, even if the stated decomposition of the transfer function is not unique.
Theorem 2.4 will show how the characterization can be extended to the general case
of a matrix-valued transfer function. The answer is and must be formulated entry-
wise, which shows that even a primitive rational matrix function satisfying all the for-
mer conditions need not have a nonnegative realization. Theorem 2.5 presents some
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sufficient conditions in order that a scalar-valued transfer function be nonnegative
realizable: it uses a nice result by Roitman and Rubinstein in an essential way.
Section 3 considers some special nonnegative realizations of matrix-valued trans-
fer functions. Theorem 3.1 gives necessary conditions in order that the transfer func-
tion has a nonnegative realization such that the middle (main) matrix is irreducible
with a given index of imprimitivity. Theorem 3.2 characterizes those scalar-valued
rational real transfer functions, which have a nonnegative realization such that the
middle matrix is strictly positive. Finally, Corollary 3.2 characterizes proper primi-
tive transfer functions (i.e., those for which the radius  of the circle of convergence
is a pole of order 1, and there is no other pole on this circle), and shows that if there
is a nonnegative realization with a primitive middle matrix, then the transfer function
is proper primitive.
2. On the nonnegative realization problem
The next basic theorem was proved in [1], we here reformulate it and give a com-
pletely different proof. Our method of proof is inspired by those of Tam and Schne-
ider [21]. Theorem 2.1 is a crucial part in the proof in Theorem 2.3, which is our
main result in this section.
Theorem 2.1. Assume that the scalar-valued rational function h is primitive (i.e.,
.h/ is the only pole of h on the circle with radius .h/), that h vanishes at infinity
and that all coefficients of the Laurent-expansion of h at infinity are nonnegative.
Then h has a nonnegative realization, i.e., there exists a triple .cC; AC; bC/ of a
nonnegative matrix AC; a nonnegative column vector bC and a nonnegative row
vector cC such that h.z/ D cC.z− AC/−1bC for all z which are not eigenvalues of
AC.
Proof. By [7, Theorem 2.4] the assertion is equivalent to: For each minimal real
realization .c;A; b/ of h there exists a polyhedral coneP such thatP is A-invariant,
b 2 P and cP  RC.
We will prove that under the assumptions of the theorem the latter is true. To con-
struct such a coneP we first find finitely many vectors f1; : : : ; fr such that
c Ajfi > 0 for i D 1; 2; : : : ; r; and j D 0; 1; 2; : : :
and there exists a j0 2 N such that for i D 1; 2; : : : ; r , and j > j0
Ajb and Ajfi belong to the cone generated by f1; : : : ; fr ;
we write coneff1; : : : ; fr g for this cone. Then the cone
P D conefAjf : f 2 fb; f1; : : : ; fr g; j 2 f0; : : : ; j0gg
is a polyhedral cone with the properties wanted.
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If .c;A; b/ is a minimal realization of h, then the set of the poles of h and the set of
eigenvalues of A agree, and if z is a pole of h, then the order of this pole z of h is
the same as the order of the pole z of the resolvent of A. By assumption cAjb > 0
for all j D 0; 1; : : : This implies that .h/ is a pole for h, and the leading coefficient
in the Laurent expansion of h at .h/ is positive, since h.z/ > 0 for z > .h/. Let p
denote the order of the pole .h/ of h, and let w−p denote the leading coefficient of
the Laurent expansion of h at .h/.
Now .h/ D 0 is equivalent to Ap D 0, then
P D conefAjb: j D 0; 1; : : : ; p − 1g
is a polyhedral cone, it has all properties wanted. In the case .h/ > 0 we can w.l.o.g.
assume that .h/ D 1. By assumption, 1 is the only eigenvalue of A on the unit circle.
Since minimal realizations are similar, we can further assume that the real matrix is
in real Jordan canonical form (see [11, Section 12.2]). Since h is scalar, by Chen and
Desoer [5] and Kalman et al. [13] (see also [16, Sections 5.5 and 5.6]) there is only
one complex Jordan block associated with each eigenvalue of A, thus we have for
each pair of conjugate complex eigenvalues one real Jordan block. Therefore there
exists a real matrix NA such that
A D Jp.1/ NA with . NA/ < 1;
where Jp.1/ denotes the p  p Jordan block with eigenvalue 1. Corresponding to
the decomposition of A we decompose b and c similarly
bT D TbT1 ; NbTU and c D Tc1; NcU;
where bT denotes the transpose of the column vector b. Now the leading coefficient
of the Laurent expansion of h at 1 is given by
w−p D c1Np−1p b1;
where Np denotes the nilpotent p  p matrix which has entries 1 in the upper di-
agonal and 0 otherwise; notice that .z− Jp.1//−1 D Pp−1hD0 .z− 1/−h−1Nhp for z =D
1. We use several times Jp.1/ D Idp CNp , where Idp denotes the p  p identity
matrix. We know that w−p is positive.
For h D 1; : : : ; p we define the column vectors gh with n (n D size of A) entries by
gh D
h
.N
p−h
p b1/
T; N0T
iT
;
and for h D p C 1; : : : ; p C Nn ( Nn D size of NA)
gh D gpCs D e.n/n−NnCs D
h
0T; e. Nn/Ts
iT
; s D h− p:
Here e.j/i for 1 6 i 6 j denotes the column vector with the j entries ij ; i D 1; : : : ; j .
Note that g1 D T.Np−1p b1/T; N0TUT and w−p D cg1 > 0.
Now we will prove that there exists a  > 0 such that the vectors
f1 VDg1;
fh VDg1 C gh for h D 2; : : : ; p C Nn;
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and
fpCNnCh VD g1 − gpCh; h D 1; : : : ; Nn
fulfill the conditions mentioned at the beginning of the proof. Let 1 6 h 6 p and
j 2 N0, then
cAjghDc1Jp.1/jNp−hp b1
D
h−1X
lD0

j
l

c1N
lCp−h
p b1
D
(
w−p > 0 if h D 1;(
j
h−1

w−p C o
(
j
h−1

if h D 2; : : : ; p:
If p < h 6 p C Nn, then cAjgh D Nc NAje. Nn/h−p ! 0 for j ! 1, since . NA/ < 1. There-
fore it is clear that there exists a j0 such that for j > j0
cAj.g1 C gh/ > 0 if h D 2; : : : ; p;
and
cAj.g1  gpCh/ > 0 if h D 1; : : : ; Nn:
Now cAjg1 D w−p > 0, so we can choose a  2U0; 1T such that for j D 0; 1; : : : ; j0
cAj.g1 C gh/ > 0 if h D 2; : : : ; p;
and
cAj.g1  gpCh/ > 0 if h D 1; : : : ; Nn:
With this choice of  we define the vectors fi , i D 1; : : : ; p C 2 Nn, and obtain
cAjfi > 0 for i D 1; : : : ; p C 2 Nn and j D 0; 1; 2; : : :
Now we will prove that for all j sufficiently large Ajb belongs to the cone C gener-
ated by the vectors fi .
Choose j1 such that NAj Nb belongs to the convex hull of fe. Nn/s V s D 1; : : : ; Nng for
j > j1; notice that NAj ! 0. Therefore for j > j1 there exist nonnegative numbers

.j/
s;C and 
.j/
s;−, s D 1; : : : ; Nn, such that
NnX
sD1

.j/
s;C C .j/s;− D 1 and NAj Nb D 
NnX
sD1


.j/
s;C − .j/s;−

e. Nn/s :
Then
AjbD
h
.Jp.1/j b1/T; . NAj Nb/T
iT
D
p−1X
lD0

j
l
h
.Nlpb1/
T; N0T
iT C NnX
sD1
.
.j/
s;C − .j/s;−/e.n/n−NnCs
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D
(
j
p − 1

− 1

p−2X
lD0

j
l

− 1
)
g1 C
p−2X
lD0

j
l

1

.g1 C gp−l /
C
NnX
sD1
(

.j/
s;C.g1 C gpCs /C .j/s;−.g1 − gpCs /
)
:
By the definition of the vectors fi .i D 1; : : : ; p C 2 Nn/ it follows that Ajb belongs
to the cone C for all j sufficiently large. Now we will prove the same for the vectors
Ajfi . Using the decomposition of A we obtain
Ajgh D
h−1X
lD0

j
l

gh−l for h D 1; 2; : : : ; p;
therefore
Ajgh D

j
h− 1

− 1

h−2X
lD0

j
l

g1 C
h−2X
lD0
1


j
l

.g1 C gh−l /:
It follows for h D 1; : : : ; p that Ajgh and therefore Ajfh belong to C for all j suf-
ficiently large. For s D 1; : : : ; Nn and j 2 N we have unique real numbers .j/s;l ; l D
1; : : : ; Nn, such that NAje. Nn/s D P NnlD1 .j/s;l e. Nn/l . Since NAj ! 0, all sequences f.j/s;l g1jD0
converge to zero, s; l D 1; : : : ; Nn. Now
AjfpCsDAj.g1 C gpCs / D
(
1 −
NnX
lD1
.j/s;l 
)
g1
C
NnX
lD1
n
T.j/s;l UC.g1 C gpCl /C T.j/s;l U−.g1 − gpCl /
o
:
Here TUC D maxf; 0g, TU− D maxf−; 0g and jj D TUC C TU−. This represen-
tation ofAjfpCs shows that it belongs toC for all j sufficiently large. ForAjfpCNnCs ,
s D 1; 2; : : : ; Nn, a very similar argument shows that it belongs to C for all j
sufficiently large.
We have proved that the vectors fi .i D 1; : : : ; p C 2 Nn/ defined above satisfy
the conditions mentioned at the beginning of this proof, therefore the proof is
complete. 
Remark 2.1. Note that [7, Proposition 1] shows that P is a proper cone, i.e., it is
closed, solid and pointed. Hence the dimension n of the space of A is not greater
than the number of extremal rays ofP. On the other hand, in the nilpotent case (i.e.,
.h/ D .A/ D 0) our proof shows that this number is less than or equal to p D the
index of nilpotency of A, and, of course, p 6 n. Hence p D n, i.e., the Jordan form
of A contains exactly one cell, and the cone is simplicial.
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Assume that the scalar-valued transfer function h has a positive spectral radius
.h/ and a realization .c;A; b/. It is well known that there is an invertible matrix T
of the size of A such that the matrix T −1AT is the following direct sum of matrices:
T −1AT D A1  A2      As;
where the spectral radii .Ak/ have the properties
.A1/ > .A2/ >    > .As/ > 0;
and Ak is a direct sum of matrices with one-point spectra corresponding to all the
eigenvalues with modulus .Ak/ for every k D 1; 2; : : : ; s. Clearly, the matrices T
and Ak are not determined uniquely. Fixing such a T, the function h also has the
realization .cT ; T −1AT; T −1b/. Note that we can decompose the (row and column)
matrices cT and T −1b, respectively, conforming to the decomposition of T −1AT
cT D c1  c2      cs; T −1b D b1  b2      bs:
It will be convenient to say that the realization
.cT ; T −1AT; T −1b/
is in a circular decomposition form. If the realization .c;A; b/ itself is in a circular
decomposition form, then introduce also the notation
NAk VD Ak      As:
Further, introduce the corresponding notation for c and b, e.g., Nck VD ck      cs .
Recall that if all the coefficients hj .j 2 N0/ in the Laurent series expansion of
h around infinity are nonnegative, then Pringsheim’s theorem implies that .h/ 2
.h/  .A/, where .h/ and .A/ denote the set of the poles of h and the spectrum
of A, respectively. Recall also that h is called cyclic of index p, if p is the smallest
positive integer with the property that all poles of h with modulus .h/ have argu-
ments that are integer multiples of 2p=p. Note that a transfer function is primitive if
and only if it is cyclic of index 1.
Theorem 2.2. Assume that the scalar-valued transfer function h is cyclic of index
p > 1; has a positive spectral radius .h/ and a (not necessarily minimal) realiza-
tion .c;A; b/ in a circular decomposition form, and that for every j 2 N0 we have
hj > 0. Let k 2 f0; 1; : : : ; p − 1g. Then the following alternative holds:
either (1): there is n.k/ 2 N0 such that for every n > n.k/ we have
c1A
kCpn
1 b1 > 0;
or (2): for every n 2 N0 we have
c1A
kCpn
1 b1 D 0:
(Note that, by the Cayley–Hamilton theorem, (2) is a requirement only on a finite
number of n’s.)
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Proof. By assumption, we have h.z/ D c.z− A/−1b for every z outside the spec-
trum .A/. Consider the circular decomposition of A:
A D A1  A2      As:
If .A1/ > .h/, then we clearly obtain statement (2) for each k. Indeed, let A10 be
the direct sum of all submatrices corresponding to a fixed eigenvalue z0 of A1. Then
jz0j D .A1/. Let c10 and b10 denote the corresponding parts of the matrices c1 and
b1, respectively. Let
h10.z/ VD c10.z− A10/−1b10;
and define similarly the functions hjk corresponding to a fixed eigenvalue zk of Aj .
Then h is the sum of all the hjk , and from among the latter z0 can be a pole only of
h10. By assumption, z0 is not a pole of h. Therefore z0 is not a pole of h10, which is
clearly holomorphic and vanishing at 1. On the other hand, z0 is the only eigenvalue
of A10. Hence h10 is holomorphic in C. By Liouville’s theorem,
h10.z/ D
1X
jD0
c10A
j
10b10z
−j−1
must be identically 0 on C. This yields
c10A
j
10b10 D 0 .j 2 N0/:
Since this is valid for every eigenvalue z0 of A1 on the circle with radius .A1/ >
.h/, we obtain (2) for each k. Therefore we may and shall assume .A1/ D .h/.
Consider now the set J VD .A1/n.h/. The set J will certainly contain all the spec-
tral points of A1 which have arguments that are not multiples of 2p=p. If q 2 J ,
and .c.q/;A.q/; b.q// denotes the triple corresponding to the direct sum of matrices
corresponding to the point q, then we obtain, as above, that
c.q/A.q/kb.q/ D 0 .k 2 N0/:
Define now the matrix OA1 as the direct sum of all the matrices corresponding to all
the points in .A1/nJ . Then OA1 will be cyclic with index p and, with the conforming
notation Oc1; Ob1, for every j 2 N0 we have c1Aj1b1 D Oc1 OAj1 Ob1, and .A1/ D . OA1/.
Consider now the Jordan–Dunford decomposition
..A1//
−1 OA1 D D1 CQ1;
where D1 is the diagonal .D scalar/, and Q1 is the nilpotent .D radical/ part of the
matrix on the left-hand side. Then Dp1 D I1, where I1 is the identity matrix in the
space of OA1. Denote by l the index of the nilpotentQ1, i.e., set
l VD minfj 2 N V Qj1 D 0g:
In order to simplify notation, from now on write c1; A1; b1 instead of the correspond-
ing notation with hats. Further, for any f 2 N such that f > l − 1 define
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V .f / VD fj 2 f0; 1; : : : ; l − 1g V c1Df−j1 Qj1b1 =D 0g:
Note that the set V .f / can be empty. If this is not the case, define
v.f / VD maxfj V j 2 V .f /g:
Note that v.f / D 0 is also possible. For any f 2 N define
f0  f0.f / VD minfm 2 N0 V m  f Tmod pU; m > l − 1g:
Note that v.f / D v.f0.f // if they are defined.
Assume first that f > l − 1, and V .f / is nonempty. Then
c1A
f
1 b1
..A//f
(
f
v.f /
 D
Pv.f /
jD0
(
f
j

c1D
f−j
1 Q
j
1b1(
f
v.f /
 :
Consider now the case when f  f0 and f ! 1, i.e., when f D f0 C pn and n !
1. Then v.f / D v.f0/, and the right-hand side above clearly tends to
a.f0/ VD c1Df0−v.f0/1 Qv.f0/1 b1 =D 0:
On the other hand, by the nonnegativity assumption on the impulse response func-
tion, we have for every f
0 6 cA
f b
..A//f
(
f
v.f /
 D c1Af1 b1
..A1//f
(
f
v.f /
 C Nc2..A1//−f . NA2/f Nb2(
f
v.f /
 :
If f ! 1 as above, the numerator of the extreme right term clearly tends to 0. Since
its denominator is not less than 1, so does the term. We have seen that the first term
on the right-hand side has the limit a.f0/ =D 0. It follows that the left-hand side of
the equality has the same limit. By the inequalities above, we have obtained that
V .f / =D ; implies a.f0/ > 0: ()
Assume now that f > l − 1, and the set V .f / is empty. For each j 2 N0 such that
j  f  f0.f /  f0TmodpU we have then
c1..A//
−j .A1/j b1 D
j^.l−1/X
vD0

j
v

c1D
j−v
1 Q
v
1b1 D 0;
where ^ denotes, as usual, minimum. It follows that
V .f / D ; and j  f0.f /Tmod pU imply c1Aj1b1 D 0; ()
hence also that
Nc2. NA2/j Nb2 D cAjb > 0: 
Note that the statements () and () prove statements (1) and (2) of Theorem 2.2
together with the following completing remark.
Remark 2.2. In the theorem above (1) holds exactly when V .f / =D ;, and (2) holds
exactly when V .f / D ; for some (and then every) f  kTmod pU.
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The theorem (and its proof) yield the following assertions, which we record here
for later use.
Corollary 2.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 there is n1 2 N0 such that for
every j > n1 we have c1Aj1b1 > 0. If, in addition, for every k 2 f0; 1; : : : ; p − 1g
there is n D n.k/ such that
c1A
kCpn.k/
1 b1 =D 0;
then there is a nonnegative realization of the transfer function h. On the other hand,
if Case (2) of the theorem holds, then Nc2 NAj2 Nb2 > 0 for every j  kTmod pU.
Proof. The first and third assertions have been verified in the course of the preceding
proof, so consider the second assumption. The proof of Theorem 2.2 shows that we
may replace A by OA, which is defined as
OA VD OA1  A2      As:
Note that OA will be cyclic of index p. In the following we shall write again A for OA,
so A will be cyclic of index p. For every k 2 f0; 1; : : : ; p − 1g then there exist
lim
n!1
cApnAkb
..A//kCpn
(
kCpn
v.f0/
 D a.f0.k// > 0;
where f0  kTmodpU, and the limits depend only on k. By [1, Theorem 4.1], all
the primitive subsystems .c;Ap;Akb/ have nonnegative realizations .k D 0; 1; : : : ;
p − 1/, and the method of parallel interconnection (cf. the proof of [6, Theorem 2.3])
yields a nonnegative realization of the whole system .c;A; b/. 
In view of the results above we obtain the following algorithm for establishing
whether a scalar-valued transfer function h with nonnegative impulse response func-
tion has a nonnegative realization.
Algorithm 2.1. Assume that .c;A; b/ is an arbitrary realization in a circular de-
composition form of the scalar-valued transfer function h such that hj > 0 for every
j 2 N0. If .h/ D 0; then by Remark 2.1, there is a nonnegative realization of h. If
.h/ > 0, consider the circular decomposition of A, and delete, as in the proof of
Theorem 2.2, the outer spectral circles of A (if necessary), in order to achieve that
.A1/ D .A/ D .h/.
Consider the set J of all the eigenvalues g of A1 such that the argument of g
is rationally independent of  . Applying the notation of the proof of Theorem 2.2,
then either c.g/A.g/rb.g/ D 0 for every r 2 N0 and g 2 J , or it is not so. In the
latter case [6, Theorem 2.3] shows that there is no nonnegative realization of h. In
the former case h is cyclic of some index p 2 N. Now we can delete all the sub-
matrices of A1 corresponding to eigenvalues in J (thereby also reducing the size
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of the problem), and denote again the remaining matrices by c1; A1; b1. For each
k 2 f0; 1; : : : ; p − 1g we consider the sequences
fc1AkCpn1 b1I n 2 N0g:
If all of them are different from the zero sequence, then by Corollary 2.1, there is
a nonnegative realization of h. If not, take each such k that the sequence is zero
and repeat the steps of this paragraph for the transfer function h.k/2 defined by its
realization
. Nc2; NAp2 ; NAk2 Nb2/:
Note that, by the corollary, this transfer function will have a nonnegative impulse
response function.
Observe that the process will end in a finite number of steps: indeed, if for any tri-
ple .c;A; b/ we have cAjb D 0 for j D 0; 1; : : : ; d VD degree of the minimal equa-
tion of A, then cAjb D 0 for every j 2 N0 (as a consequence of the same equation).
It will be instructive to study the following example.
Example 2.1. Let r > 1, let
c1 VD . 1 1 0 / ; A1 VD r
 0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
!
; bT1 VD . 0 0 1 / ;
and let
c2 VD. 3 −1 2 1 −2 / ;
A2 VDI1  R.’/ R. /;
bT2 VD. 3 2 2 2 2 / ;
where I1 is the one-dimensional identity, and R.’/ is the standard 2  2 rotation
matrix (by the angle ’). Assume that ’ is rationally independent of  , further that
 VD ’ C .2p=3/. Let A VD A1  A2, and similarly for b and c. With the notations
above consider the transfer function h determined by the realization .c;A; b/. The
spectrum ofA1 and the peripheral spectrum of h coincide and are the set of third roots
of unity multiplied by r. The coefficients cAjb of the impulse response function are
clearly nonnegative, and for the outer circle of radius r we obtain
c1A
j
1b1 D 0 .j  0Tmod 3U/; c1Aj1b1 > 0 .j  1; 2Tmod 3U/:
Applying the algorithm above, we have to consider the second circle (of radius 1) and
the (sub)realization .c2; A32; b2/. Since R.3’/ D R.3 /, we obtain that the spectral
projections corresponding to ei3’ and also to e−i3’ vanish when we multiply by c2
and b2 from the corresponding sides. Hence the corresponding transfer function is
primitive, and there is a nonnegative realization of it, and hence also of h.
On the other hand, if we modify this example by defining ’ so that it is rationally
dependent on  , whereas  is rationally independent of  , then the corresponding
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spectral projections do not vanish. Therefore the transfer function corresponding to
the second circle is not cyclic, and there is no nonnegative realization of h. Note that
the transfer function h here also satisfies the Barker–Turner condition, i.e., every pole
of h with modulus .h/ is equal to .h/ times a root of unity.
Theorem 2.3. Assume that the scalar-valued rational transfer function h vanishes
at infinity. h has a nonnegative realization .c;A; b/ if and only if there are a finite
number of primitive rational transfer functionshr with nonnegative impulse response
functions (i.e., with nonnegative coefficients in their Laurent expansions at infinity)
and positive integers pr such that
h.z/ D
X
r
zqr hr .z
pr /;
where the qr are nonnegative integers such that 0 6 qr < pr .
Proof. Assume first that h has a nonnegative realization. Then it has a minimal-
nonnegative realization .c;A; b/, and the circles of the peripheral singularities of h
and of .z− A/−1 are identical, see [8, Corollary 4.2]. Let wk denote the coefficient
of z−k−1 in the Laurent expansion of h at infinity. Then wk D cAkb > 0 for every
k > 0, and the singularities (poles) of h belong to the spectrum of A. Since A is
nonnegative, its peripheral spectrum is cyclic, hence the set of peripheral poles of h
is also cyclic, say, of index p. If p D 1, the proof of the “only if” part is complete, so
assume that p > 1.
Consider now a minimal realization of h, which will again be denoted by .c;A; b/.
We have for the spectral radii  and for the spectra 
.Ap/ D ..A//p;  .Ap/ D . .A//p:
The last set contains the only point .Ap/ on the circle of this radius (around 0), and
this point is the only pole of the function
z 7−! c.z− Ap/−1b D
1X
kD0
wpkz
−k−1
on this circle. It is also clear that the function above is holomorphic outside this
circle. The Laurent series of h is absolutely convergent for jzj > .A/, hence
h.z/ D
1X
kD0
wkz
−k−1 D
p−1X
qD0
1X
jD0
wpjCq.z−p/jC1zp−q−1:
Introduce the notations
hq.z/ VD
1X
jD0
wpjCqz−j−1 .q D 0; 1; : : : ; p − 1/:
We have the representations
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hq.z/ D c.z− Ap/−1Aqb and h.z/ D
p−1X
qD0
zp−1−qhq.zp/:
Since wpjCq D c.Ap/jAqb for each q either a single pole of hq.z/ D c.z− Ap/−1
Aqb lies on the circle fz 2 C V jzj D .Ap/g at z D .Ap/, or none of them. If for
any q the former case occurs, then hq is a primitive transfer function.
Consider now any q for which the latter case occurs (all the others will already be
present in the stated final representation). Then the poles of the largest modulus for
hq lie on a circle jzj D q < .Ap/. Since hq has a nonnegative realization, it also
has a minimal-nonnegative one, which ensures, as above, that hq is cyclic of index,
say, p2 > 1. We then obtain, by the same reasoning as above, that
hq.z/ D
p2−1X
q2D0
zp2−1−q2
1X
jD0
c.App2/jApq2Aqb.z−p2/jC1:
Introducing the notation
hqq2.z/ VD
1X
jD0
wpp2jCqCpq2z−j−1;
we obtain that 0 6 r < p, (r an integer) implies
zrhq.z
p/ D
p2−1X
q2D0
zrCp.p2−q2−1/hqq2.zpp2/:
We see that in each term the exponent of the multiplying factor z./ is less than
pp2. Continuing the process with hqq2 (and the other hq if necessary), after each
step we arrive at a strictly more inner spectral circle of the corresponding exponent
of A (from the minimal realization .c;A; b/). It follows that after a finite number
of steps the process leads to primitive transfer functions of the type hqq2;:::;qs with
nonnegative coefficients in the Laurent expansions at infinity, which proves the stated
representation of h.
Assume now that h has the stated representation, i.e.,
h.z/ D
X
r
zqr hr .z
pr / .0 6 qr < pr/;
and that the impulse response functions of the transfer functions hr are nonnegative.
For an arbitrary square matrix A, complex number z and positive integer p we clearly
have the equality0
BB@
zp − A 0 : : : 0
0 zp − A : : : 0
:::
:::
0 0 : : : zp − A
1
CCA
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D
0
BBBB@
z −I 0 : : : 0
0 z −I : : : 0
:::
:::
0 −I
−A 0 0 : : : z
1
CCCCA
0
BBBB@
zp−1 zp−2 : : : z I
A zp−1 : : : z2 z
zA A : : : z3 z2
:::
:::
zp−2A zp−3A : : : A zp−1
1
CCCCA :
Denoting the block matrices above by X;Y;Z (in this order), we obtain that
Y−1 D ZX−1;
assuming that the inverses above exist. For any row matrix c having exactly as many
columns as the size of A, and for 0 matrices of the size of c we have then
.c; 0; : : : ; 0/Y−1 D .c.zp − A/−1zp−1; : : : ; c.zp − A/−1z; c.zp − A/−1/:
Define the 1-column block matrix a by aT VD .0; : : : ; bT; : : : ; 0/, where in aT all
the blocks have as many columns as the size of A, and the only nonzero block bT
occupies block q C 1 from the right .q D 0; 1; : : : ; p − 1/. Then
.c; 0; : : : ; 0/Y−1a D c.zp − A/−1zqb:
From this, we see that if an arbitrary transfer function g has a (nonnegative) real-
ization .c;A; b/, then for every positive integer p and every q D 0; 1; : : : ; p − 1 the
transfer function zqg.zp/ D c.zp − A/−1zqb has the (nonnegative) realization
.c; 0; : : : ; 0/
8>>>><
>>>>:
z−
0
BBBB@
0 I 0 : : : 0
0 0 I : : : 0
:::
:::
0 I
A 0 0 : : : 0
1
CCCCA
9>>>>=
>>>>;
−1
.0; : : : ; bT; : : : ; 0/T;
where bT stands in the position p − q .
By Theorem 2.1, every primitive rational transfer function with a nonnegative
impulse response function has a nonnegative realization. By the reasoning above, so
has every term in the representation of h. Hence h has the nonnegative realization
h.z/ D .c1; : : : ; cr /fz− .A1     Ar/g−1.bT1 ; : : : ; bTr /T;
where .ck;Ak; bk/ denote nonnegative realizations of the summands. The proof is
complete. 
Remark 2.3. The decomposition of a transfer function stated in Theorem 2.3, if
exists, is, in general, not unique. To see this, consider the following example.
Let
h.z/ VD 2z
2 − 2z− 1
.z− 2/.z− 1/.zC 1/ ;
h1.z/ VD 1
z− 1 ;
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h2.z/ VD 1
z− 2 :
The primitive transfer functions h1 and h2 clearly have nonnegative impulse response
functions. Hence the same is true for the primitive transfer function
h.z/ D zh1.z2/C h2.z/:
Therefore we have obtained two distinct decompositions of the transfer function h.
Remark 2.4. The first part of the proof of the preceding theorem holds for matrix-
valued rational functions; therefore a matrix-valued rational function H with nonneg-
ative realization can be written in the form
H.z/ D
X
r
zqrHr.z
pr /;
whereHr are primitive rational matrix functions and 0 6 qr < pr holds. The reverse
of this statement is not true in the matrix case, since a primitive rational matrix
function need not have a nonnegative realization. This will be clear from the next
theorem, since the entries in a rational matrix function can have different radii of
convergence at infinity.
Theorem 2.4. Let H be a rational matrix function, which vanishes at infinity. Then
H has a nonnegative realization if and only if each entry of H has a nonnegative
realization.
Proof. Let H be a l  k matrix function. If H has a nonnegative realization .C;A;B/,
then each entry hrs of H (1 6 r 6 l; 1 6 s 6 k) has the nonnegative realization
.Cr ; A;Bs /; here Cr  denotes the rth row of C and Bs denotes the sth column of
B. Now assume that each entry of H has a nonnegative realization. Let .C;A;B/ be
a minimal realization of H. By [7, Theorem 2.4] we have to prove that there is an
A-invariant, polyhedral cone P such that BRkC  P and CP  RlC. Now the entry
hrs of H has the realization .Cr ; A;Bs /, which in general is not minimal. By [11,
Theorem 7.1.3] we can transform A, Bs and Cr  by an invertible U into the block
forms
U−1AUD
"
A11 0 0
A21 A22 0
A31 A32 A33
#
;
U−1BsD
" 0
b2
b3
#
;
Cr UD[ c1 c2 0 ] ;
where .c2; A22; b2/ is a minimal realization of hrs . By [7, Theorem 2.4] there is a
polyhedralA22-invariant coneP2 with c2P2  RC and b2 2 P2. SetPrs D U.f0g 
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P2  Rn3/, where 0 is the zero vector in Rn1 with ni D size of Aii , i D 1; 2; 3.
ThenPrs is a polyhedral, A-invariant cone with Bs 2 Prs and Cr Prs  RC. Then
P D TlrD1PksD1Prs is the cone we are looking for. 
It would be desirable to be able to establish from the fractional form of a trans-
fer function h whether the corresponding impulse response function is nonnegative,
which is a necessary condition of nonnegative realizability. The method for this is
naturally the comparison of the coefficients of the corresponding Laurent expansion,
and the corresponding recursion formula is described e.g. in [9, § 16.10]. However,
it seems to be very hard to obtain a characterization of the fractions for which this
nonnegativity condition holds. The following sufficient condition in terms of the co-
efficients of the fraction follows simply from a nice result of Roitman and Rubinstein
[17].
Theorem 2.5. Assume that
h.z/ VD b1z
m−1 C b2zm−2 C    C bm
zm − a1zm−1 −    − am D
g.z/
d.z/
;
the coefficients hk .k D 1; : : : ;m/ defined below are nonnegative
h1 VD b1; h2 VD b2 C a1h1; : : : ; hm VD bm C a1hm−1 C    C am−1h1;
and the following conditions for the denominator polynomial d are satisfied: either
d has no positive roots, or else
(1) d has a positive root r such that for any root z we have jzj 6 r;
(2) if any root z satisfies jzj D r; then z=r is a root of unity,
(3) each root z such that jzj D r is simple,
(4) for every root zk with modulus r define wk VD zk=r; define qk as the smallest
positive integer satisfying wqkk D 1; and let q denote the least common multiple
of the numbers qk: assume that no root z such that 0 < jzj < r has argument
that is an integer multiple of 2p=q .
Then the impulse response function fhk:k D 1; 2; : : :g of h satifies a linear recur-
sion with nonnegative coefficients. Hence there is a nonnegative realization of h, and
its impulse response function is nonnegative.
Proof. By assumption, the first m coefficients hk are nonnegative. By [9, § 16.10],
the following ones are determined by the recursion formula below:
hk VD a1hk−1 C    C amhk−m .k D mC 1;mC 2; : : :/:
By [17, Theorem 5], in which Condition (4) has the above correct form (as one
unknown referee has kindly pointed out for us), the sequence fhk V k D mC 1;mC
2; : : :g satisfies also a linear recursion with nonnegative coefficients, i.e., of the above
form where all the coefficients in place of the aj .j D 1; : : : ;m/ are nonnegative.
Hence the whole sequence fhkg is nonnegative. Moreover, [20, pp. 220, 221] shows
that then there is a nonnegative realization of h. Note that the (alternative) condition
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“d has no positive roots” implies that there is a nonnegative realization .c;A; b/ such
that A is nilpotent, hence h can be simplified so that the denominator has the form zg
where g is a positive integer. 
The following example will show that even in a very simple case, where the con-
ditions of Theorem 2.5 are not fulfilled, the nonnegativity of the impulse response
function may not hold.
Example 2.2. In the notation of Theorem 2.5 let
g.z/ VD b1zC b2;
d.z/ VD .z− 1/.z− z2/ D z2 − .1 C z2/zC z2; z2 2 .−1; 1/:
Then
h1 D b1 > 0; h2 D b2 C .1 C z2/b1 > 0
may hold in dependence on b1; b2 so that the relation of h1 and h2 is arbitrary. Since
hk D .1 C z2/hk−1 − z2hk−2;
for positive values of the second root z2 the nonnegativity of the hk may be violated,
depending on the initial values h1 and h2.
3. Special nonnegative realizations
All results of this section hold for matrix-valued transfer functions H; if H.z/
is a k  l matrix, a realization of H is now a triple .C;A;B/ of matrices of order
k  n, n n and n l, respectively, such that H.z/ D C.z− A/−1B, z =2 .A/. If
we refer to arguments of the preceding section, we substitute in those considerations
those letters which denote now matrices by the corresponding capital letter; e.g., we
denote now the coefficients of the Laurent expansion of H at infinity by Wj .
In connection with Theorem 2.3 and Remark 2.4 the following result may be
interesting, which shows that if the middle matrix in a realization is irreducible, then
the decomposition process of the transfer function ends already after the first step.
More exactly we have:
Theorem 3.1. Assume that the (matrix-valued) rational transfer function H assumes
real values for real values of the variable z, vanishes at infinity but not identically,
and has a nonnegative realization .C;A;B/ such that the matrix A is irreducible
with index of imprimitivity p. Let
Hq.z/ VD
1X
jD0
WpjCqz−j−1 .q D 0; 1; : : : ; p − 1/:
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Then the radius of convergence.H/ is equal to .A/; further for each q D 0; 1; : : : ;
p − 1 either Hq is identically zero, or else
.Hq/ D .H/p:
In the latter case the function Hq is a proper primitive transfer function, and H has
a pole of multiplicity 1 with positive residuum at  VD .H/ D .A/.
Proof. Since permutation similarity does not affect our conditions, we may and will
assume that A is in Frobenius (or superdiagonal block) form. Then (cf. [18, § I.7.4]
or [14, Sections 3.3 and 3.4])
Ap D D1 D2     Dp; .Di/ D .Ap/ .i D 1; : : : ; p/;
where all the matrices Di are nonnegative primitive, and have the same nonzero
eigenvalues. For any irreducible (a fortiori for any primitive) matrix the spectral
projection matrix belonging to its spectral radius is strictly positive, see, e.g. [18, p.
24], and the spectral radius is a simple pole of the resolvent function. Denote the
spectral projection matrices belonging to the matrices Ap;D1; : : : ;Dp and to their
common spectral radius .Ap/ in that order by P;P1; : : : ; Pp . Then
P D P1  P2      Pp;
and all the matrices Pi are strictly positive. Let q be any integer between 0 and
p − 1, and consider the decompositions of the matrices C and AqB conforming to
the decomposition above, i.e., let
C D TC1; : : : ; CpU; .AqB/T D T.AqB/T1 ; : : : ; .AqB/TpUT:
We want to show that either Hq is identically zero, which happens if and only if the
next sum below is 0, or else
CPAqB D
pX
iD1
CiPi.A
qB/i > 0:
Note that since each Pi is strictly positive, and each term in the middle is clearly
nonnegative, the sum is 0 if and only if for every i either Ci D 0 or .AqB/i D 0.
Let j be any fixed nonnegative integer. Then
Apj D Dj1 Dj2     Djp;
and in the (modified) notation of Theorem 2.3
WpjCq D CApjAqB D
pX
iD1
CiD
j
i .A
qB/i D 0;
if the sum of the preceding paragraph is 0. It follows that in this case identically
Hq.z/ D
1X
jD0
WpjCqz−j−1 D 0:
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Consider now an integer q for which the sum of the preceding paragraph is greater
than 0. Then, in a deleted neighbourhood of r VD p, we have
Hq.z/ D C.z − Ap/−1AqB D CPA
qB
z− r C QH.z/;
where QH is holomorphic in that neighbourhood. Hence Hq has a simple pole at r
with positive residuum. All other poles lie in the spectrum of Ap, hence they have
smaller moduli than r. ThereforeHq is a (proper) primitive transfer function. Since
H.z/ D
p−1X
qD0
zp−1−qHq.zp/;
and the class of primitive Hq’s (as above) cannot be empty, the assertions involving
H follow. 
The following lemma may have some independent interest when we study non-
negativity and reducibility properties of intertwined realizations, i.e., of realizations
for which the middle matrices are connected as below. A large part of it is proved
in [4, Theorem 4.3], and we shall omit the respective proofs. Note that the proof
concerning strict positivity is proved there based on a lemma, which is essentially
[10, Theorem 1].
Lemma 3.1. Assume that P is an nm generating matrix for the proper polyhedral
coneP (i.e., the columns of P contain a frame ofP. Note that here “proper” implies
n 6 m).
A is P-nonnegative (P-positive) if and only if there is a nonnegative (positive)
matrix AC such that
AP D PAC: ()
Moreover, if () holds andAC is nonnegative (irreducible, primitive, strictly posi-
tive), then A isP-nonnegative (P-irreducible,P-primitive,P-positive, respectively).
Proof. We shall prove here only the statement concerning primitivity. From () we
obtain for every s D 0; 1; : : :
AsP D As−1PAC D    D PAsC:
Since AC is primitive, so is AsC for every s D 1; 2; : : : Applying the irreducibility
statement, As is then P-irreducible for every s. Since the cone P is polyhedral, the
matrix A is primitive, see [3, I.(4.9)]. 
Remark 3.1. Burns, Fiedler and Haynsworth gave an example in [4, pp. 558, 559]
showing that the assumption A is P-irreducible may not imply that any AC satisfy-
ing the relation () is irreducible. Note that the same matrix A is L-reducible with
respect to a simplicial coneL, since it is similar to the reducible nonnegative matrix
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4 0 0
0 0 0
!
:
Theorem 3.2. Assume that the transfer function H assumes real values for real
values of the variable z, and vanishes at infinity. The following are equivalent:
(1) H has a nonnegative realization .CC; AC; BC/ such that AC is strictly positive,
(2) H has a minimal realization .C0; A0; B0/ which is .RkC;P0;RlC/-nonnegative
for some polyhedral coneP0; for which A0 is P0-positive,
(3) Each minimal realization of H is .RkC;L;RlC/-nonnegative for some polyhedral
coneL; for which the middle matrix isL-positive.
Proof. The well-known similarity of any pair of minimal realizations implies the
equivalence of (2) and (3), so we shall prove the equivalence of (1) and (2). Assume
first (2), and let P0 D cone.P /, i.e., let the columns of the matrix P constitute a
frame (D a system of generating extremal rays) for the polyhedral cone P0. Since
A0 isP0-positive, it maps each column vectorPj of P into the interior ofP0. By [10,
Theorem 1], every interior vector of a polyhedral cone can be written as a (strictly)
positive linear combination of the vectors of its frame, i.e., there are positive numbers
aij such thatA0Pj D Pi aij Pi . Hence the strictly positive matrixAC D .aij / satis-
fies A0P D PAC. Since B0 V RkC ! P0, there is a nonnegative matrix BC such that
B0 D PBC. Since C0 V P0 ! RlC the matrix CC VD C0P is nonnegative. It is clear
that CCAnCBC D C0An0B0 for every nonnegative integer n, hence .CC; AC; BC/ is a
realization of H, and (1) holds for this realization.
Now assume (1). We shall follow the construction of the asserted polyhedral cone
P0 according to [7, Proposition 2.3, Theorem 2.4]. There is an invertible matrix U
such that the following block matrix equalities hold:
A VD UACU−1 D
"
A1 A10 
0 A0 
0 0 A33
#
;
UBC D
; BT0 ; 0T and CCU−1 D [0; C0; ] ;
where some of the outer block rows and block columns may be missing. Let nj be
the dimension of the space of the matrix Aj for j D 0; 1;C. Set P D URnCC , then
A is P-positive. We identify Rn1Cn0 with the subspace of RnC of those nC-tuples
which have zero as the last nC − .n1 C n0/ coordinates. Then P1 D P \ Rn1Cn0 is
a polyhedral cone and
[0; C0] ;

A1 A10
0 A0

;
 
B0

is a .RlC;P1;RkC/-positive realization of H. It follows easily that
A1 A10
0 A0

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is P1-positive. Let fS1; : : : ; Sm1 g be the frame ofP1 and
Si D

S1i
S0i

the decomposition of Si corresponding to Rn1Cn0 D Rn1  Rn0 , i D 1; : : : ;m1. We
set P0 D conefS01; : : : ; S0m1g, then .C0; A0; B0/ is a .RlC;P0;RkC/-positive real-
ization of H. We will show that A0 is P0-positive. Let x0 2 P0nf0g. There are non-
negative reals 1; : : : ; m1 such that x0 D
P
i iS0i . Then
x1
x0

VD
X
i
iSi 2 P1nf0g:
Therefore
A1x1 C A10x0
A0x0

2 int P1;
thus this vector is a positive linear combination of S1; : : : ; Sm1 . Now fS01; : : : ; S0m1g
contains the frame ft1; : : : ; tmg of P0. Hence every S0i is a nonnegative linear com-
bination of the vectors tj , and for those vectors S0i which are elements of the frame
of P0 we have S0i D tj for some j 2 f1; : : : ;mg. Thus A0x0 is a positive linear
combination of the frame of P0, i.e., Ax0 is in the interior of P0. Hence A0 is
P0-positive, and the proof is complete. 
Suitably modifying some ideas in the proof above, we can prove the following
corollary.
Corollary 3.1. Assume that the transfer function H has a nonnegative realization
.CC; AC; BC/ such that AC is irreducible. Then for every minimal realization
.C0; A0; B0/ of H there is a proper polyhedral cone P0 such that this realization
is .RlC;P0;RkC/-positive and A0 is P0-irreducible.
Proof. We will use the notations and the constructions of the preceding proof.
AC is irreducible iff .I C AC/m is strictly positive for some m, [3, (1.2.1)]. Thus
.I C A/m D U.I C AC/mU−1 is P-positive. Now the preceding proof shows that
.I0 C A0/m is P0-positive. ThereforeA0 is P0-irreducible by [3, (1.3.20)]. 
Corollary 3.2. Assume that the transfer function H has a nonnegative realization
.CC; AC; BC/ such that AC is irreducible and nonzero. The following are equiva-
lent:
(1) H is a proper primitive transfer function, i.e., H has one positive pole of order
one at .H/; and all other poles of H have moduli strictly less than .H/.
(2) For some (and then for every) minimal realization .C0; A0; B0/ of H there is a
proper polyhedral cone P0 such that this realization is .RlC;P0;RkC/-positive
and A0 is P0-primitive.
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Further, if there is a nonnegative realization .CC; AC; BC/ of H such that AC is
primitive, then (1) (and equivalently (2)) holds.
Proof. Let .C0; A0; B0/ be a minimal realization of H. It is well known that the
poles of H are exactly the eigenvalues of A0, and the order of them as poles of H co-
incides with its degree as eigenvalues of A0. By Corollary 3.1, A0 is P0-irreducible
for some proper cones P0, thus .A0/ is a simple eigenvalue of A0 of degree 1 [3,
(1.3.23)]. The equivalence of (1) and (2) follows from [3, (1.4.10)]. Assume finally
that the last conditions of this corollary hold. Since AC is primitive, by [7, Corollary
4.1] .AC/ D .H/, and it is a pole of H of order 1. Further the poles of H are
eigenvalues of AC; since AC is primitive, this proves that H is a proper primitive
transfer function [3, (2.1.7)]. 
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